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Abstract
Fine-grained categorisation has been a challenging
problem due to small inter-class variation, large intra-class
variation and low number of training images. We pro-
pose a learning system which first clusters visually similar
classes and then learns deep convolutional neural network
features specific to each subset. Experiments on the popu-
lar fine-grained Caltech-UCSD bird dataset show that the
proposed method outperforms recent fine-grained categori-
sation methods under the most difficult setting: no bounding
boxes are presented at test time. It achieves a mean accu-
racy of 77.5%, compared to the previous best performance
of 73.2%. We also show that progressive transfer learning
allows us to first learn domain-generic features (for bird
classification) which can then be adapted to specific set of
bird classes, yielding improvements in accuracy.
1. Introduction
Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been
successful in various computer vision tasks. Deep CNNs
have achieved impressive in both general [18, 22, 9] and
fine-grained image classification [26, 13]. Recently, deep
CNN approaches have been shown to surpass human per-
formance for the task of recognising 1000 classes from the
ImageNet dataset [16]. Although deep CNNs can serve as
an end-to-end classifier, they have been used by many re-
searchers as a feature extractor for various recognition prob-
lem including segmentation [15] and detection [14].
Recently, the task of fine-grained image categorisation
has received considerable attention, in particular the task
of fine-grained bird classification [26, 3, 7, 10, 12]. Fine-
grained image classification is a challenging computer vi-
sion problem due to subtle differences in the overall appear-
ance between various classes (low inter-class variation) and
large pose and appearance variations in the same class (large
intra-class variation).
Much of the work for fine-grained image classifica-
tion has dealt with the issue of detecting and modelling
local parts. Several researchers have examined methods
to find local parts and extract normalised features in or-
der to overcome the issues of pose and view-point varia-
tion [5, 7, 20, 27, 9]. Aside from the issue of pose and view-
point changes, a major challenge for any fine-grained classi-
fication approach is how to distinguish between classes that
have high visual correlations [3]. Some state-of-the-art pose
normalised methods still have considerable difficulty in cat-
egorising some visually similar fine-grained classes [26, 6].
To date, there has been limited work which investigates
in detail how best to learn deep CNN features for the fine-
grained classification problem. Most of the methods used
off-the-shelf convolutional neural networks (CNNs) fea-
tures trained from ImageNet or fine-tuned the pre-trained
ImageNet model on the target dataset, then using one fully-
connected layer as a feature descriptor [17, 22].
This paper examines in detail how to best learn deep
CNN features for fine-grained image classification. In do-
ing so, we propose a novel subset learning system which
first splits the classes into visually similar subsets and then
learns domain-specific features for each subset. We also
comprehensively investigate progressive transfer learning
and highlight that first learning domain-generic features (for
bird classification) using a large dataset and then adapting
this to the specific task (target bird dataset) yields consider-
able performance improvements.
2. Related Work
2.1. Convolutional Neural Networks
Krizhevsky et al. [18] recently achieved impressive per-
formance on the ImageNet recognition task using CNNs,
which were initially proposed by LeCun et al. [19] for hand
writing digit recognition. Since then CNNs have received
considerable attention [22, 14]. The network structure of
Krizhevsky et al. [18] remains a popular structure and con-
sists of five convolutional layers (conv1 to conv5) with two
fully-connected layers (fc6 and fc7) followed by a soft-
max layer to predict the class label. The network is capa-
ble of generating useful feature representations by learning
low level features in early convolutional layers and accu-
mulating them to high level semantic features in the latter
convolutional layers [25].
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Figure 1. Birdsnap is a very challenging fine-grained bird dataset
with sexual as well as age dimorphisms. There are considerable
appearance differences between males and females, as well as be-
tween young and mature birds. Each row shows images from the
same species. For each bird species there are large intra-class vari-
ations: pose variation, background variation and appearance vari-
ation.
2.2. Features for Fine-grained Classification
Several approaches have been designed to learn feature
representations for fine-grained image classification. Berg
et al. [3] generated millions of keypoint pairs to learn a set
of highly discriminative features. Zhang et al. [27] learned
pose normalised features by using the deformable part de-
scriptors model (DPM) [11] on local parts which were ex-
tracted using a pre-trained deep CNN. Chen et al. [8] pro-
posed a framework to select the most confident local de-
scriptors for nonlinear function learning using a linear ap-
proximation in an embedded higher dimensional space.
The above feature learning schemes are implicitly part-
based methods. This means they require the ground truth
locations of each part which limits their usefulness in terms
of fully automatic deployment.
3. Proposed Method
Our proposed feature learning method consists of two
main parts. First, we perform progressive transfer learn-
ing to learn a domain-generic convolutional feature extrac-
tor (termed φGCNN ) from a large-scale dataset of the same
domain as the target dataset. Second, we perform subset-
specific feature learning from pre-clustered subsets which
contain visually similar fine-grained class images. The dis-
criminative convolutional features learned from the subset
learning system is termed DFCNN , and the related fea-
ture extractor is referred as φDFCNN .
For image Ii, we apply the φGCNN (Ii) and
φDFCNN (Ii) and combine them to obtain our feature vec-
tor to describe the image. For training the classifier, we
employ a one-versus-all linear SVM using the final feature
representation.
3.1. Progressive Transfer Learning
It is desirable to have as much as data possible in order
to avoid overfitting while training a CNN. A typical CNN
has millions of parameters which makes it difficult to train
when data is limited. Typically fine-grained image datasets
are relatively small compared to the ImageNet dataset. To
circumvent problems with small datasets, a process known
as transfer learning [24] can be applied. Transfer learning
has usually been applied by fine-tuning a general network,
such as the network of Krizhevsky et al. [18], to a specific
task such as bird classification [26]. Recent work by Yosin-
ski et al. [24] found that better accuracy can be achieved
if transfer learning is performed using datasets representing
the same or related domains.
Inspired by the findings of Yosinski et al. [24], we pro-
pose an alternative approach where a generic CNN is pro-
gressively adapted to the task at hand. First, a large dataset,
which is related to the same domain as the final task, is used
to perform transfer learning. This yields a domain-generic
feature representation. Second, a smaller dataset which rep-
resents the final task at hand is used to adapt the domain-
generic features to yield task-specific features. Our experi-
mental results show that progressive transfer learning yields
feature representation which lead to consistently improved
performance. Furthermore, we will show that the domain-
generic features can also be used effectively for the task at
hand.
3.2. Subset Specific Feature Learning
Recent parts-based fine-grained methods show relatively
good performance on the Caltech-UCSD bird dataset [23].
The methods are good at recognising birds species with dis-
tinguishable features with moderate pose variation. How-
ever, many mis-classifications occur for birds species that
have similar visual appearance.
To address this issue, we propose to pre-cluster visually
similar species into subsets and use subset-specific CNNs.
Instead of relying on one CNN to handle all possible cases,
each CNN focuses on the differences within each subset.
In effect, the overall classifier has more parameters, as all
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Figure 2. Pre-clustered visually similar images are fed into
DFCNN1...K with backpropogation training to learn discrimi-
native features for each subset.
CNNs have the same network architecture. Due to the prac-
tical issues such as training time and memory requirements,
using separate CNNs dedicated to specific tasks is more
practical than having one very large CNN. An overview of
this subset learning scheme is shown in Fig. 2.
The above subset feature learning process is initially per-
formed on a large yet related dataset. In particular, we use
the large Birdsnap dataset [4] instead of the target Caltech-
UCSD dataset [23]. We expect that our learned features
are both generalised and discriminative compared to fea-
tures learned directly on the same size or smaller size target
dataset under the same domain.
3.2.1 Pre-clustering
To generate subsets in terms of visually similar images,
image representations should focus on colour and texture
while being robust to pose and background variations. We
investigate three types of features as image representers.
Features are obtained from either the 5-th layer conv5 or
the 6-th layer (fc6) of the CNN. These were selected due
to their recent use by other researchers to perform object
recognition and clustering [9]. We also apply linear dis-
criminant analysis (LDA) [21] to fc6 features to reduce
their dimensionality. This is done to ameliorate the well
known issues of clustering high dimensional data [1]. The
subsets are then obtained via k-means clustering.
Examples of clustering results using the three feature
types are shown in Fig. 3. The fully connected layer based
feature fc6 fits our criteria better than clustering using the
the convolutional feature conv5 that tends to learn shape
and pose information, which is undesirable. This particular
property can be seen in clusters 1 and 2 in Fig. 3(a) which
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Figure 3. Pre-clustering results using: (a) conv5 layer features,
(b) fc6 layer features, (c) lda−fc6 features. Clustering via conv5
yields undesirable strong correlations with pose and shape infor-
mation. Using fc6 yields some improvements, but the pose bias is
still visibly present. Using lda − fc6 provides further clustering
improvements in terms of robustness to color and pose variations.
represent right and left pose of birds images while the rest
are grouped into cluster 3. We conjecture that this is due to
the convolutional based features containing a high degree of
spatial information. Using fc6 yields some improvements,
but the pose bias is still visibly present. Using lda − fc6
features provides further clustering improvements in terms
of robustness to colour and pose variations.
3.2.2 Subset Feature Learning
A separate CNN is learned for each of the K pre-clustered
subsets. The aim is to learn features for each subset that
will allow us to more easily differentiate visually similar
species. As such, for each subset, we apply transfer learn-
ing to the CNN of Krizhevsky et al. [18] (whose struc-
ture was described in Section 2). To train the k-th subset
(Subsetk) we use the Nk images assigned to this subset
Xk = [x1, . . . ,xNk ], with their corresponding class la-
bels Ck = [c1, . . . , cNk ]. The number of outputs in the
associated last fully connected layer fc8 is set to the num-
ber of classes in each subset. Transfer learning is then ap-
plied separately to each network using backpropogation and
stochastic gradient descent (SGD). We then take fc6 to be
the learned subset feature φDFCNNk for the k-th subset.
3.3. Fine-grained Classification
To predict test labels for an image It, our classification
pipeline combines the φGCNN (It) feature with the K sub-
set features φDFCNN1...K (It). A max voting rule is used
to retain only the most relevant subset-specific feature. The
otherK−1 features are set to 0. See Fig. 4 for a conceptual
representation. To balance weights for the domain-generic
and subset-specific features, both GCNN and DFCNN
features are then l2 normalised before combining them into
a single feature vector. Using this feature vector, we train a
one-versus-all linear SVM in order to make predictions.
3.3.1 Max Voting DFCNN
The final feature representation for image I is the concate-
nation of generalised features obtained from φGCNN (I)
and the K subsets φDFCNN1...K (I). However, sometimes
an image is more relevant to one subset features than others.
For example to extract features for a White Gull image, it is
more reasonable to use DFCNN features from the subset
which has many relevant white birds.
To emphasise the most relevant DFCNN , we first
learn a subset selector to select the most relevant sub-
set (rank 1) to the image. Max voting is then used to
retain the feature from the most relevant subset and the
remaining k − 1 subset features are set to 0. One way
to interpret the max voting is to use the subset selector
to learn a binary vector w, where
∑K
i=1wi = 1. The
final subset feature representation is then DFCNN =
[w1φDFCNN1(xi), . . . , wkφDFCNNK (xi)]. We explore
two ways to learn the subset selector.
The simplest way of learning the subset selector is to
use the centroids from the pre-clustering; we refer to this
as Cen1...K . This provides a simple classifier trained in
an unsupervised manner, however, given the importance of
this stage we explore the use of a discriminatively trained
classifier using a CNN.
Another way to select the most relevant subset is to train
a separate CNN based subset selector SCNN . Using the
output from the pre-clustering as the class labels, we learn
a new SCNN by changing the softmax layer fc8 to have
K outputs. The softmax layer now predicts the probability
of the test image belonging to a specific subset Subsetk,
max voting is then applied to this prediction to choose the
most likely subset. As with the previously trained CNNs,
the weights of SCNN are trained via backpropogation and
SGD using the network of Krizhevsky et al. [18] as the start-
ing point.
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Figure 4. Feature representation of the test image is the con-
catenated features from both DFCNN with weighting factors and
GCNN.
4. Experiments
In this section we present a comparative performance
evaluation of our proposed method. We conduct experi-
ments on the Caltech-UCSD dataset [23], which is the most
widely used benchmark for fine-grained classification. We
train the model using ImageNet [18] and recently released
Birdsnap dataset [4].
ImageNet consists of 1000 classes with approximately
1000 images for each class. In total there are approximately
1.2 million training images.
Caltech-UCSD contains 11,788 images across 200
species. Birdsnap contains 500 species of North American
birds with 49,829 images. Examples are shown in Fig. 1.
Birdsnap is similar in structure to Caltech-UCSD, but has
several differences. First, it contains overlapping 134
species and four times the number of images than Caltech-
UCSD. Second, there is strong intra-variation within many
species due to sexual as well as age dimorphisms. There
are considerable appearance differences between males and
females, as well as between young and mature birds.
We use the implementation of LDA and k-means from
the Bob library [2]. The open-source package Caffe [17]
is used to train and extract CNN features. We use lda −
fc6 layer features to pre-cluster subsets and fc6 features
for classification.
4.1. Evaluation of Transfer Learning for Domain-
Generic Features
The CNN model architecture is identical to the model
used by Krizhevsky et al. [18]. We fine-tune the CNN model
by using training images from the ground truth bounding
box crops of the original images. The resultant cropped im-
ages are all resized 227×227. During test time, ground truth
bounding box crops of the test images from Caltech-UCSD
are used to make predictions.
We conducted 3 sets of experiments for transfer learning:
1. The first experiment used all of the data from Bird-
snap (500 species) to perform large-scale progressive
feature learning.
2. In the second experiment we removed those species
in Birdsnap and Caltech-UCSD that overlapped. This
allows us to examine the potential for learning domain
features that are not specific to the task at hand.
3. In the third experiment we explored the impact that
including the overlapping species has on the transfer
learning process.
We use the following acronyms. IN represents using
weights from the pre-trained ImageNet model. We de-
fine rt as retraining the network from scratch with random
initialised weights. ft refers to fine-tuning the network.
For example, IN-CUB-ft means fine-tuning the ImageNet
model weights on the Caltech-UCSD bird dataset. Ima-
geNet dataset is represented as IN, while Caltech-UCSD is
CUB, and Birdsnap is BS.
4.1.1 Transfer Learning: Experiment I
In this experiment we used all images (500 species) from
Birdsnap to explore large-scale progressive feature learning.
We exclude those images that exist in both Birdsnap and the
Caltech-UCSD datasets.
The first three rows of Table 1 show the accuracy when
the CNNs are trained from scratch. In this setting the IN-rt
system, the pre-trained network generated by Krizhevsky et
al. [18] on ImageNet, performs the best with a mean accu-
racy of 58.0%. Interestingly, the BS-rt system has a con-
siderably higher mean accuracy of 44.8% when compared
to CUB-rt which has a mean accuracy of 11.4%. We be-
lieve that this indicates that the Birdsnap dataset has almost
enough data to train a deep CNN from scratch.
Transfer learning offers a way to mitigate the lack of suf-
ficient domain data. As such, we performed transfer learn-
ing by fine-tuning the pre-trained CNN. We did this using
just the Caltech-UCSD (target) dataset IN-CUB-ft or the
Birdsnap (domain specific) dataset IN-BS-ft.
Somewhat surprisingly, training on the target dataset
(IN-CUB-ft) provides a lower mean accuracy of 68.3%
when compared to using the domain specific dataset (IN-
BS-ft) which has a mean accuracy of 70.1%. Performing
progressive feature learning on the IN-BS-ft CNN leads to
further improvements achieving a mean accuracy of 70.8%
(IN-BS-ft-CUB-ft). These two results demonstrate the po-
tential for learning domain-generic features (IN-BS-ft) as
well as progressive feature learning to perform effective
transfer learning (IN-BS-ft-CUB-ft) for fine-grained image
classification.
Table 1. Mean accuracy of transfer learning on the Caltech-
UCSD bird dataset (bounding box annotation provided). Steps
represents the number of training stages.
Method Steps Mean Accuracy
All species (500)
IN-rt 1 58.0%
CUB-rt 1 11.4%
BS-rt 1 44.8%
IN-CUB-ft 2 68.3%
IN-BS-ft 2 70.1%
IN-BS-ft-CUB-ft 3 70.8%
Non-overlapping species (366)
IN-BS-ft 2 67.7%
IN-BS-ft-CUB-ft 3 70.5%
Overlap (134) + Random (232)
IN-BS-ft 2 69.5%
An obvious issue that is not addressed in this first exper-
iment is that there are overlapping species in Birdsnap and
Caltech-UCSD. To evaluate the impact of this we perform
two more experiments.
4.1.2 Transfer Learning: Experiment II
Next we investigate transfer learning features from non-
overlapping classes between two bird datasets. We fine-tune
the pre-trained CNN using those species from the Birdsnap
dataset that do not overlap with Caltech-UCSD. There are
134 species that overlap and so we only use 366 species for
this experiment.
As can be seen from the second part of the Table. 1,
the result of transfer learning on Birdsnap in this setting is
slightly worse with a mean accuracy of 67.7%. However, if
we perform progressive feature learning by learning on the
target dataset (IN-BS-ft-CUB-ft) we obtain a mean accu-
racy of 70.5%. This is only 0.3% worse than if we used all
of the Birdsnap data and demonstrates the effectiveness of
progressive feature learning.
4.1.3 Transfer Learning: Experiment III
In this experiment we show the importance of overlapping
classes for learning domain-generic features. In order to
investigate if the overlapping classes play a key role to
learn domain-generic features, we fine-tuned the ImageNet
model again with 134 overlapping species and 232 ran-
domly selected unique species from the Birdsnap; this gives
us 366 species which is the number of species available in
Experiment II. The result shows that overlapping species
are important to learn domain-generic species with a mean
accuracy of 69.5%.
4.2. Evaluation of Subset Specific Features
In this set of experiments we evaluate our proposed sub-
set feature learning method on Caltech-UCSD. We use the
same evaluation protocol as domain-generic feature learn-
ing in the previous section, where the DFCNN is used to
extract features from given ground truth bounding box loca-
tion of the whole bird. We use the acronym SF to indicate
subset feature learning. Based on initial experiments we set
K = 6.
Results in Table 2 show that subset feature learning pro-
vides considerable improvements. As a baseline, the results
from [26] are shown, where the features were fine-tuned
on the Caltech-UCSD dataset; this equates to IN-CUB-
ft in our terminology. Comparing to this baseline, both
of our proposed subset feature learning methods, IN-BS-
ft-SF(SCNN) and IN-BS-ft-SF(k-means), provide consid-
erable improvements with mean accuracies of 72.0% and
70.4% respectively. This demonstrates the effectiveness of
our proposed subset feature learning technique, and the im-
portance of the subset selector as the SCNN approach pro-
vides an absolute performance improvement of 1.6% when
compared to the much simpler k-means approach.
4.3. Comparison with State-of-the-Art
In this section we demonstrate that subset feature learn-
ing can achieve state-of-the-art performance for automatic
fine-grained bird classification. Recent work in [26] pro-
vided state-of-the-art performance on the Caltech-UCSD
dataset. This was achieved by crafting a highly accu-
rate parts localisation model which leveraged deep convo-
lutional features computed on bottom-up region proposals
based on the RCNN framework [14] . We show that if we
use a similar approach but substitute their global feature
vector with the feature vector obtained from subset feature
learning, then state-of-the-art performance can be achieved.
We present our results under the same setting as [26],
where the bird detection bounding box is unknown during
test time. This setting is fully automatic and hence more re-
alistic. Since we concentrate on feature learning we use the
detection results and parts features from [26], and substitute
their global feature vector with the one we learn from subset
feature learning.
The results in Table 3 show that our proposed method
achieves a mean accuracy of 77.2% when we use domain-
generic features and subset-specific features. This is a
considerable improvement over the previous state-of-the-
art system [26] which achieved a mean accuracy of 73.2%.
An extra 0.3% performance is gained when we perform
progressive feature learning and fine-tune the CNN model
again on the Caltech-UCSD dataset. Qualitative results are
Table 2. Mean accuracy on the Caltech-UCSD bird dataset of
subset-specific features learned using subset feature learning. An-
notated bounding boxes are used.
Method Mean Accuracy
Fine-tuned Decaf [26] 68.3%
IN-BS-ft + SF(k-means) 70.4%
IN-BS-ft + SF(SCNN) 72.0%
Table 3. Comparison to recent results on the Caltech-UCSD bird
dataset. Bounding boxes are not used.
Method Mean Accuracy
DPD-DeCAF [27] 44.9%
Part-based RCNN with δKP [26] 73.2%
IN-BS-ft + SF(k-means) with δKP 76.2%
IN-BS-ft + SF(SCNN) with δKP 77.2%
IN-BS-ft-CUB-ft + SF with δKP 77.5%
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Figure 5. Qualitative comparison between our proposed method
and the previous state-of-the-art approach [26] (part-based RCNN
with δKP ). The first row shows examples of test images, the
second row shows the corresponding predicted classes from our
proposed method, and the last row images shows the predictions
using [26]. It can be seen that the previous state-of-the-art ap-
proach made errors despite the large visual dissimilarities between
the test image and the predicted classes. In contrast, the proposed
approach provides the correct class labels in these cases.
shown in Fig. 5 which highlight instances where the pre-
vious state-of-the-art methods provides an incorrect class
label despite large visual dissimilarities. In contrast, our ap-
proach provides the correct class label.
5. Conclusion
We have proposed a progressive transfer learning system
to learn domain-generic features as well as subset learning
to learn subset specific features. For progressive transfer
learning, we have shown that it is possible to learn domain-
generic features for tasks such as fine-grained image clas-
sification. Furthermore, we have shown that progressive
transfer learning of these domain-generic features can be
performed to learn target set specific features, yielding con-
siderable improvements in accuracy.
Finally, we have presented a subset feature learning sys-
tem that is able to learn subset-specific features. Using this
approach we achieve state-of-the-art performance of 77.5%
for fully automatic fine-grained bird image classification,
the most difficult setting. We believe our proposed method
can be useful not only for fine-grained image classification,
but also for improving general object recognition. We will
examine this potential in future work.
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